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The Robert B. Greenblatt, M.D. Library collaborated with The 
Graduate School to transition from print to electronic theses and 
dissertations (ETD). Since graduate students are writing their 
thesis and dissertations on a computer, the library initiated the 
electronic submission to provide long-term archiving of ETDs.

This poster examines newly adopted submission processes, 
including successful strategies and lessons learned.

INTRODUCTION

Phase One METHODS

• Enhancements to templates
• Increase functions 
• Modified formatting 

• Research guide on the new ETD standards and processes
• Additional content: Template Tips and Tricks

• Retrospectively digitizing the library’s print dissertations 
• Project workflow: alumni contact information, 

permission letter to opt out, digitizing process

CONCLUSION

• Library partnered with ProQuest to simplify procedures and activated a SWORD (Simple Web-service Offering Repository Deposit) protocol for automatic deposits 
of metadata and PDF files to Scholarly Commons, the University’s institutional repository.

Students
•Easy discoverability 
•Convenient access
•Free availability (after embargo)
•Increased use 
•Submission process aids ability to 

deposit variety of file types

• Face-to-face instruction determined to be 
needed

• Review the thesis and dissertation 
templates and how to use them

• Discuss the use of copyrighted 
materials in theses and dissertations

• Review the ProQuest and Libraries 
submission process

• Additional templates were created for the 
Nursing PhD students, EdD students, and a 
Biostatics Latex template (create by the 
Department of Biostatics). 

• Traditional and Alternate templates 
were created by the library following 
the Graduate School Master’s 
Thesis/PhD Dissertation Preparation 
Booklet

• The Biomedical Sciences Program was 
the first cohort of students 

• Three step submission process for 
students to complete

Phase Two

RESULTS
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Library
•Increasingly limited storage space for print 

theses and dissertations
•Cost savings for library
•Time-saving measure from graduation to 

archiving
•Graduate School’s mandate for dissertations 

to be submitted to ProQuest
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